. Alteration of the P-wave non-linear dynamics near the onset of paroxysmal atrial fibrillation. Medical Engineering and Physics. 37(7): 692-697. doi:10.1016/j.medengphy.2015.03.021 Alteration of the P-wave Non-linear Dynamics The analysis of P-wave variability from the electrocardiogram (ECG) has been suggested as 5 an early predictor of the onset of paroxysmal atrial fibrillation (PAF). Hence, a preventive treat-6 ment could be used to avoid the loss of normal sinus rhythm, thus minimising health risks and 7 improving the patient's quality of life. In these previous studies the variability of different tempo-8 ral and morphological P-wave features has been only analyzed in a linear fashion. However, the 9 electrophysiological alteration occurring in the atria before the onset of PAF has to be considered 10 as an inherently complex, chaotic and non-stationary process. This work analyses the presence of 
1 Introduction the study of the P-wave variability over time from a non-linear point of view could reveal clinically 58 interesting information and complement these previous works. In fact, atrial electrophysiological 59 evolution preceding the onset of PAF can be considered as an inherently chaotic and non-stationary 60 process [5, 10] , which could be modelled by non-linear equations [11, 12] .
61
The present study hypothesises that the P-wave variability estimation over time through non-62 linear methods may help to anticipate recurrent PAF episodes which could be misdiagnosed by linear 63 methods previously proposed [8, 9] . To this respect, non-linear methods have previously demonstrated 64 their interesting capabilities dealing with the envision of events related to AF [13, 14] , as well as in 65 tracking the behaviour of this arrhythmia [15] . Moreover, through the combination of both linear and 66 non-linear approaches, PAF onset prediction may be improved. To the best of our knowledge, non-67 linear analysis of P-wave variability has never been applied to quantify susceptibility to PAF. In the 68 present work, the central tendency measure (CTM) will be computed to analyse the alteration of the 
Study population

73
A cohort of 46 patients with idiopathic PAF, i.e. none of them caused by concomitant heart disease, 74 hyperthyroidism or pulmonary disease, were retrospectively selected for the study. Their main demo-75 graphic and clinical characteristics are presented in Table 1 . At the time of the study any patient was 76 under anti-arrhythmic drug therapy. Further details on the database are to be found elsewhere [9] .
77
The study was approved by the hospital's Ethics Committee and informed consent was obtained from 78 all the participants.
79
A 24-h Holter recording was acquired from every patient. A sampling rate of 1000 Hz and 16-bit 81 resolution were considered as recording parameters. Next, the longest sinus rhythm interval was 82 selected and the two hours before the onset of PAF were extracted and divided into two-one hour 83 periods. This division aimed to evaluate how the proposed approach quantified the P-wave non-linear 84 variability over time. The ECG segments immediately before and further than the arrhythmia onset 85 were named as "close to PAF" and "far from PAF", respectively.
86
After the ECGs segmentation, P-waves were detected from lead V1 and their boundaries auto-87 matically delineated [17] . Although more recent approaches for this purpose can be found in the 88 literature (e.g. [18, 19] ), the algorithm used here provided high accuracy and very few location er-89 rors [17] . Moreover, it is worth noting that automatic P-wave delineation allows to obtain highly 90 reproducible measurements [20] . Nonetheless, expert cardiologists supervised the obtained P-wave 91 detection and delineation and around 4% of the P-waves had to be corrected.
92
Finally, each P-wave was characterised by a set of morphological and time features. Morpho-93 logical changes provoked by alterations in the atrial depolarisation were first quantified by three pa-94 rameters previously analysed [9] . Thus, the rectified P-wave length was computed as its arc length 95 (P al ) and the P-wave amplitude was characterised by its normalised root mean square (nrms) value 96 (P nrms ) and its area (P area ). On the other hand, different temporal features related to the P-wave fidu-97 cial points have also proven to be indicative of an increased risk of AF development [4, 8] . Hence, the 98 P-wave duration (P dur ) together with the duration of its initial (P ini ) and terminal (P ter ) portions were 99 computed. The rhythm variability between successive P-waves was also estimated (PP) [8] . 
Central tendency measure
101
In order to quantify the P-wave non-linear features variability over time, CTM was computed from 102 the time series generated by each single parameter and calculated in a wave-to-wave fashion. CTM is 103 a quantitative measure of variability computed from second-order difference plots [16] . Given a time 104 series x[n], the second-order difference plot, i.e., the graph
centred around the origin represents graphically its rate of variability [16] . Thus, by selecting a circular region of radius ρ around the origin, CTM is computed by counting the number of points 107 that fall within the radius and dividing by the total number of points. In this way, a low CTM value
108
indicates a large amount of dispersion and a high value indicates concentration near the centre.
109
The outcome of CTM for a concrete application depends strongly on the selected radius. However,
110
in contrast to other non-linear methods [21] 
Linear estimation of P-wave variability
122
To better contextualising the results obtained by CTM, the P-wave variability over time was also 123 estimated in a linear fashion from the three most significant metrics reported in previous studies, i.e.
124
P dur , P al and PP [8, 9] . In brief, groups of 10 samples were formed from the data series for each close to PAF successfully classified were considered as the true negative rate (i.e., specificity). The 139 optimum threshold discriminating both groups was finally selected as the CTM or α value providing 140 the highest accuracy, i.e., the greatest rate of ECG segments correctly discerned.
141
Additionally, the relationships among the variability estimated from single P-wave parameters 142 through CTM and the slope α were analysed by means of a decision tree. Thus, the optimal combi-143 nation of CTM computed from every single parameter with the slope α obtained from P dur , P al and 144 PP was analysed. The tree growth was stopped when each node only contained ECGs from a group 145 or less than 20% of all ECGs. Moreover, every node was split by using an impurity-based Gini in-146 dex [24] . A stratified 2-fold cross-validation was also used to evaluate the classification result of each 147 tree.
148
Results
149
The optimal radius ρ providing the highest statistical differences between ECG segment groups as 150 well as the mean and standard deviation of the computed CTM values are shown in Table 2 . As can 151 be observed, all the metrics provided statistically significant differences between groups, revealing 152 higher mean values for ECG segments far from PAF, such as Fig. 1 shows for P al , P dur and P ini . As 153 another significant example, Fig. 2 shows the second-order difference plot associated to P dur for a 154 typical patient, presenting higher dispersion in ECG segments close to PAF. In contrast, the slope α 155 for P dur , P al and PP presented an increase in the mean values associated to ECG segments close to 156 PAF, such as shown in Fig. 3 . Anyway, statistically significant differences were also found between 157 groups.
158
In order to estimate the diagnostic accuracy of each studied metric in a more robust way, the 159 stratified 2-fold cross-validation was run five times. Thus, Tables 3 and 4 present the average values   160 of sensitivity, specificity and accuracy obtained for the 10 iterations of learning and test carried out 161 from the CTM and α values, respectively. Regarding CTM, the highest classification rates (around 162 80%) were achieved with the metrics P dur , P ini and P al , such as Table 3 shows. However, as can be 163 seen from Table 4 , the slope α from P al and P dur reached accuracy values slightly higher than 80%.
164
Finally, a decision tree modelled by two metrics was obtained for every 4-parameter subset con-165 stituted by the CTM, corresponding to one of the studied P-wave features, and the slope α for P al , 166 P dur and PP. As can be observed in Table 5 , the slope α for P al was the most frequently chosen 167 parameter to complement the CTM. Moreover, for all the metrics excepting P ter and PP, the decision 168 tree results outperformed the slope α for P al , reaching accuracy values around 87%. Nonetheless, it is 169 worth noting that for every generated decision tree the combination of the same two P-wave metrics 170 remained unaltered from the 10 learning iterations in the cross-validation analysis. To this respect, the present study has shown that CTM is able to quantify the P-wave variability progression over the 177 two hours preceding the onset of PAF. To this respect, a higher variability was observed as the ar- 
183
Compared to the P-wave variability linear estimation, CTM did not improve PAF onset prediction.
184
Thus, the two highest classification rates were obtained by the slope α for P al and P dur , respectively.
185
Nonetheless, CTM for the same P-wave features reported a slightly lower diagnostic accuracy only 186 worsened by less than 3%. A similar result was also observed for CTM of the P-wave initial portion, i.e., P ini . Anyway, it has to be remarked that the determination of CTM requires a notable lower 
224
On the other hand, some of these previous works also tried to quantify the electrophysiological 
